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George Bush has achieved the mother of all election victories. The President has won the 
popular vote, obtained a majority in the electoral college and helped the Republican Party to 
strengthen its hold over the Congress. All this has been won against the background of a 
troubled Iraq occupation and a vulnerable US economy, and against the tide of world opinion.  

The question that is now occupying the minds of foreign ministers and officials around the 
world is how the fact and scale of this win will inform American foreign policy over the next 
four years.  

In its first term, the Bush Administration pursued an ambitious international agenda involving 
unilateralism, pre-emption and regime change. Diplomatic historians remind us that none of 
these ideas is unprecedented in the history of American foreign relations. However, the 
coincidence of all three in the Bush presidency is probably unique. And while pre-emption has 
always been an option for American presidents, never before has it been promoted to the rank 
of official doctrine.  

So the question echoing around chancelleries is: how will the Administration's foreign policy in 
its second term differ from its first? America will, of course, run a muscular foreign policy - but 
will it be steroid-enhanced?  

Two schools of thought exist on the question. The first argues that, having won re-election in 
such difficult circumstances, Bush will feel his past approach has been vindicated. He will 
satiate the undiminished appetites of the neoconservatives and press ahead with plans to 
plant democracy in the deserts of the Middle East. He may even move against one or both of 
the remaining members of the axis of evil, Iran and North Korea. The handbrake, in other 
words, will be off.  

The alternative view is that we will see a more restrained, though still assertive, US policy, 
with further adventurism unlikely to recur in the next term. There will be no mea culpas but 
there will be a mellowing. This view rests on four pillars. First, there is a historical tendency for 
second term administrations to moderate their international stances - both Eisenhower and 
Reagan, for instance, moved to relax Cold War tensions. (There is also a tendency towards 
unsuccessful second terms, but that is another story.)  

Second, it is arguable that the Iraq war has already discredited the role of ideology in US 
foreign policy.  

America's inability to bring the world along in the Iraq endeavour has significantly increased 
the costs of the operation, and its continuing risks. Lately, the Bush Administration has taken a 
much more multilateral approach to dealing with both Iran (where it is working in conjunction 
with Britain, Germany and France) and North Korea (where it is working with China, Japan, 
Russia and South Korea).  

Furthermore, Washington's rapprochement with Libya, often presented as the fruit of the 
neocon vine, actually shows that the Administration's dream of cascading regime changes 



may be over. Bush is prepared to treat with unsavoury regimes so long as they do the right 
thing in relation to terrorism and weapons of mass destruction.  

Third, US military forces are spread so thin - the vast majority of the army's active duty units 
are deployed in Iraq and Afghanistan - that future large-scale adventures will be difficult. Less 
radical options such as air strikes are much more likely. Finally, Bush is well aware that his 
legacy as President is inextricably tied up with the fate of the Iraq operation. He needs Iraq to 
succeed, or at least he cannot afford for it to fail - and he will focus American energies and 
resources accordingly.  

The latter view seems more persuasive, but it depends in part on one's view of the President 
himself. If Bush is, as many argue, a simple man running what The New York Times called a 
faith-based presidency, then concerns about an ideological second term may prove grounded. 
If, on the other hand, he possesses the political skills to which his electoral record attests, 
then it seems likely that he will recognise and move to correct his mistakes. The past four 
years will have taught him that that American power, while great, is not unlimited.  

A bellwether for the second term direction of Bush foreign policy will be his key personnel 
appointments, about which Washington is buzzing.  

The respective movements of Colin Powell, Donald Rumsfeld and Condoleezza Rice, and the 
role taken by Dick Cheney in future policy formulation, will give us some indicators. A shift by 
Paul Wolfowitz, the chief author of the Iraq war plan, to Secretary of Defence or National 
Security Adviser would indicate that the radical forces are on the march. Conversely, the 
appointment of a moderate Republican as secretary of state, such as Senator Dick Lugar or 
Senator Chuck Hagel or even former Iraq proconsul Paul Bremer, would point to a more 
circumscribed foreign policy.  

The grand strategy adopted at the centre will, of course, be felt everywhere. Australia, 
perhaps the most reliable of all US allies, will be watching closely.  
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